The main result is : Let X be a complex separable Banach space. If the identity operator on X* is the limit in the strong operator topology of a uniformly bounded net of linear operators of finite rank, then X admits a strongly series summable Markuschevich basis.
Theorem 1. Let X be a separable complex Banach space such that X* has the X-metric approximation property for some A ä 1. If Y is a separable subspace of X*, then there exists a strongly series summable Markuschevich basis for X whose coefficient space contains Y.
If A ^ 1, we say that the Banach space X has the A-metric approximation property (A-m.a.p.) if there is a net {Sd : de D} of linear operators of finite rank on X uniformly bounded by A which converges pointwise (i.e., in the strong operator topology) to the identity operator on X. Equivalently, X has the A-m.a.p. provided that, for each finite-dimensional subspace F of X and positive number e, there is an operator S of finite rank on A such that ||5||^Aand ||5(x)-x|| ¿e||x|| for each xe F.
The 1-m.a.p. was introduced by Grothendieck [2] under the name metric approximation property. Grothendieck showed that if X is reflexive and has the (topological) approximation property, then in fact both X and X* have the 1-m.a.p. This result together with Theorem 1 implies that every separable, reflexive complex Banach space which has the approximation property also admits a s.s.s. M-basis. Of course, it may be that Theorem 1 is always applicable, for it is not even known that there exists a Banach space which does not have the 1-m.a.p.
We use the following notation : X represents a complex Banach space and X* is the dual to X. The complex assumption is used in an essential way in Lemma 4, and we do not know whether the real version of Theorem 1 is true. 7 denotes the identity operator on either X or X*. "Operator" means "bounded linear operator". The range space and null space of an operator, L, are denoted by, respectively, á?(L) and ker L. If L is an operator on X and S is a subspace of X, L\S denotes the restriction of L to S. The linear span of a subset, A, of a linear space is denoted by sp A. The canonical embedding of X into X** is denoted by '"N".
II. The existence theorem. Our first lemma is both a generalization and a special case of Helly's theorem [11, p. 103 ]. Lemma 1. Let F be a finite-dimensional Banach space, S a finite-dimensional subspace of X*, L an operator from X* into F, and e>0. There exists a weak*-continuous operator T from X* into F such that T¡S=L¡S and \\T\\ :£ ||L|| +e.
Proof. We use the notation of [10] in this proof. We identify the weak*-continuous operators from X* to F with X <giA F and the operators from X* to F with X** <g>AF [10, p. 30 ]. Since F is finite dimensional, X** <g)A F is thereby identified with iX <g>A F)**. Now S (g) F* is identified with a (finite-dimensional) subspace of iX ®A F)*, so by Helly's theorem [11, p. 103] , there is T in X ®A F such that || 71 S \\L\\+e and/(r(i))=/(L(j)) for each se S anafe F*. Since F* is total over F, F(j)=L(j) for each s e S and hence TÍS=Lis. Q.E.D.
A Banach space X is said to have the A duality metric approximation property (A^ 1) provided there is a net {Sd : de D} of operators of finite rank on A'uniformly bounded by A such that {Sd : de D} converges pointwise to 7 and {S% : de D} converges pointwise to 7. Equivalently, X has the A duality m.a.p. provided that, for each e > 0 and each pair of finite-dimensional subspaces 7s of A" and F of X*, there is an operator L of finite rank on A such that || L || ^ A, || L(x) -x || ^ e || x | for each xeE, and \\L*(f)-f\\ S«J/| for eachfe F. Lemma 2. Suppose that X* has the X-m.a.p. Then X has the X duality m.a.p.
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Proof. Using the hypothesis and Lemma 1, we can construct a net {Sd : de D} of operators of finite rank on X uniformly bounded by A such that {S* : de D} is pointwise convergent on X* to /. For each x e X, the net {^(x) : de D} weakly converges to x, hence (cf., e.g., [1, p. 477] ) there is a net {Te : e e E} of operators on X such that {Te : e e E} is pointwise convergent on X to /; each Te is a convex combination of a subset {Seii)}ft1 of {Sd : de D}; and for each de D there is e' e E such that if e^e' then e(i)^dfor i = 1, 2,..., ne. Thus {Te : e e E} is uniformly bounded by A and {T* : e e E} is pointwise convergent on X* to I. Q.E.D.
The proof of the next lemma is suggested by the proof of Lemma 3.1 of [5] .
Lemma 3. Suppose that X has the A duality m.a.p., E is a finite-dimensional subspace of X, F is a finite-dimensional subspace of X*, and e > 0. Then there exists an operator L of finite rank on X such that \L\ S A + e, LiE = IiE, and L*F = IiF.
Proof. Let n = dim E and m = dim F. Choose 1 > ß > 0 small enough so that ß+ßm(X+ß)/(l -ß)Se and choose 1 >ct>0 small enough so that (na/(l -a))\^ß/2. Let M be an operator of finite rank on X such that ||M || S A and, for each xe E and/sF, Thus \\L*\\^X + ß + ßm(\ + ß)/(l-ß)^\ + e.
Since IF || = || L* \\, it remains to be seen only that LiE = I]E. Let xe E and suppose that/E A"*. Then using the fact that x = N(x), we have f(L(x)) = L*(f)(x) = F*(/)(*(x)) = N*Q'P'N*(f)(x) + N*(I-P')N*(f)(x) = P'N*(f)(x)+f(N(N(x)))-P'N*(f)(N(x)) =/(x).
Since X* is total over E, L(x) = x. Q.E.D.
Lemma 4. Let {Xj,/}"=». be a finite biorthogonal set in iX, X*), let T be an operator of finite rank on X such that 7,(x¡) = x( and r*(/) =ffor i=\,2,...,n, and let e>0. Then there exists a finite biorthogonal set {Xi./Jf^+i in (A, A"*) and a set {Aj}f=1 of complex numbers such that {xt,fi}i¿x is biorthogonal and \\L -T\\^e, where L is the operator on X defined by n n + m Lix)=^fix)xt+ 2 A(_n/¡(x)x,.
1=1 i=n+l
Proof. Define a projection U on A" by i/(x) = 2"=i/W^i and let X0 = £%il-U). Note that TU=UT=U, so r[A"0]c:A"0 and ker7"cAo. Let P be a projection of finite rank on X0 such that P7Y7-t/) = TP(7-(7) = 7X7-U). (For example, choose ker P to be a closed complement in ker Tto 3%{T) n ker Fand choose á?(P) to be a complement in X0 to ker P which contains Si{J) n Aq.)
Let m = dim^(P) and choose a basis {zJJ'L». for MiP) such that the matrix representation (ai;)™/=1 of T^{P) with respect to {Zijf=x is lower triangular-i.e., ai; = 0 if j>i. Now pick a sequence {A¡}¡"=1 of pairwise distinct complex numbers sufficiently close to {ait}m= x so that ne-TWj ís/\\p\\\\i-u\\, where Q is the operator on S&iP) whose matrix representation, ißif), with respect to {zt}m=x is given by ßu = h if i = j, = <% if i ^ j.
Since ißtj) is lower triangular, {Xt}f=1 is the set of eigenvalues for Q. The A¡'s are distinct, so there is a basis {Xj}"="m+1 for J2(P) such that ß(xi) = Ai_nxi for /' = «+1,..., n + m. Picking {/}f=+"m+1 in á?([P(7-(7)]*) biorthogonal to M=+n™+1, we have that, for each x e ^(P), Q(x) = 2r=rí + i V*/i(*)*iNow {Xj,/}"=im is biorthogonal and if L is defined by It is easy to check that {x¡,/}¡™ i has the desired properties.
Q.E.D. Remark 1. Suppose that A" is separable and A* has the A-m.a.p. for some A. Theorem 1 shows that there are s.s.s. M-bases for X whose coefficient spaces are "arbitrarily large". One might guess that if Fis a separable subspace of A* and F contains a subspace which is the coefficient space of some s.s.s. M-basis for X, then Y is itself the coefficient space for some s.s.s. M-basis for X, because the corresponding statement for generalized summation bases is true (cf. [3, proof of Theorem IV. 1]). This is not the case: Let A=/.. It is a rather easy consequence of Theorem 4.3 of [6] that the coefficient space of any s.s.s. M-basis for /, is an =S?oe space in the sense of [6] . Simply pick F to be a separable subspace of /" ( = /*) which contains c0 but is not an ¿¡fx space. (For example, Y can be the closed span of c0 u K, where A'is a subspace of/» isomorphic to l2. It follows from Theorem 1 of [7] that F is isomorphic to c0 © l2 and is thus not an = §?" space.)
Recall that an M-basis {x¡,/},"». for X whose coefficient space is X* is called shrinking (see [3] ). Now if {xt,f¡j¡?ml is a s.s.s. M-basis then the remarks in the introduction show that {/, x¡}¡™ t is a s.s.s. M-basis for the coefficient space of the basis. Thus a shrinking M-basis {Xi,/}"=1 which is s.s.s. is also shrinking as a s.s.s. M-basis in the sense that {/, xt}^=1 is a s.s.s. M-basis for A"*. In view of Theorem 1, we thus have Corollary 1. If X* is separable and has the \-m.a.p. for some Aäl, then X admits a shrinking s.s.s. M-basis.
Let us say that a s.s.s. M-basis {Xj,/}¡" x is boundedly complete provided there is a summability matrix (Ai>n) for {Xi,f^=1 such that for every sequence {/IfLi of scalars, if {2™= i tiK,nxi}ñ=i is bounded then it is convergent. A simple modification of Theorem II.3 of [3] shows that a s.s.s. M-basis is boundedly complete if and only if it is boundedly complete as an M-basis in the sense of [3] (and thus in the above definition of boundedly complete "there is a summability matrix" can be replaced by "for each summability matrix"). Thus using Corollary 1 and the results of [3] we have
